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Part 1: Digital economy



Digital economy – why are we 
interested in this?

• R elevance of statistics

• How important is this new activity?

• A re they captured in existing data sources?

• S upporting:

• Understanding what is driving economic 
growth

• Visibility of digital activity in statistics



Labour productivity G7 countries

Source: Ahmad, N. and P. Schreyer (2016), "Measuring GDP in a Digitalised Economy", OECD Statistics Working Papers, No. 
2016/07, OECD Publishing, Paris, https://doi.org/10.1787/5jlwqd81d09r-en. 

https://doi.org/10.1787/5jlwqd81d09r-en
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Digital economy impacts

• Many possible suggestions put forward for 
productivity slow down

• International work – slow down not explained by 
measurement challenges

• Better visibility and understanding of what is 
included is needed



OECD task force

• The OECD informal advisory group on measuring GDP in a 
digitalised economy



Conceptual framework 
(digital satellite account)

Nature

(‘how’)
Product

(‘what’)

Users

(‘who’)

Digitally 
ordered

Platform 
enabled

Digitally 
delivered

Goods

Services

Information

Business

Consumer

Government

Producers

('who')

and/or

and/or

Digital 
products

Producers of 
information

and/or

Enablers

Source: OECD (2017), Measuring Digital Trade: Towards a Conceptual Framework STD/CSSP/WPTGS(2017)3



NZ digital economy using SU tables

• Uses information from existing national 
accounts

• No change in production boundary

• Existing data only

• Select products with mostly digital nature 
from the supply-use tables

• Digitally ordered - around 20% of value 
of goods and services

• Digitally delivered – around 6% of value 
of goods and services



NZ digital economy using SU tables



Challenges

• No new information – data problem

• Which products have significant digital aspects?

– Based on existing knowledge

– Fixed over time series

• Full value of products included – maximum 
potential value

• Limits value of the specific estimates 

– Estimates are of low quality

– Interest in the challenges to be resolved

• For more see: Paper Valuing NZ’s digital economy

http://www.oecd.org/officialdocuments/publicdisplaydocumentpdf/?cote=STD/CSSP/WPNA(2017)3&docLanguage=En


International work – digital satellite 
accounts

• Bureau of Economic Analysis

• Australian Bureau of Statistics

Figure 4: Annual Value Added 

Volume Growth (%), Digital 

Activities vs. Total Economy, from 

2012-13 to 2016-17

Source: ABS 
http://www.abs.gov.au/websitedbs/D3310114.nsf/h
ome/ABS+Chief+Economist+-
+Full+Paper+of+Measuring+Digital+Activities+in+the
+Australian+Economy

http://www.abs.gov.au/websitedbs/D3310114.nsf/home/ABS+Chief+Economist+-+Full+Paper+of+Measuring+Digital+Activities+in+the+Australian+Economy


Opportunities

• Data problem – need more detailed information

• Opportunity

• Reducing storage and processing costs

• Digital data goes with digital activity

• Digital businesses use this data



Part 2: Alternative data sources



Alternative data sources - enablers

• Trust, social licence, privacy, stats act



Stats NZ’s journey to alternative 
data sources

• NZ and other NSOs look to use alternative data –
admin tax

• Examples

• Quarterly surveys including expanded coverage

• Annual enterprise survey (AES)

• Bond tenancy price data (government admin 
data)

• Structured, doesn’t always match concepts

• Reduced collection costs, but more modelling 
costs



‘New’ alternative data sources

• Digital activity is generating a great deal of data 
that can be used for statistical purposes. 

• Examples implemented Statistics New Zealand

• Prices

• Domestic tourism



Digital activities and use of digital 
information in Prices

• Expanding coverage 

• Private accommodation rented to others

• Ride-sharing

• Investigating areas of possible under-reporting

• Digital downloads of film, music and games

• Utilising new tools

• Web scraping

• Application program interfaces (APIs)

• Potential for more detailed and frequent data



Domestic tourism using card 
transaction data

• Existing survey of households costly

• More detailed wanted

• Card transaction with public-private data

• Definition
– Expenditure outside 40km radius of cardholders address

– Adjustments made for ‘usual travel’ (eg. commutes)

– Additional data on internet transactions data used.

• Opportunities

• Coverage, granularity, efficiency

• Challenges

• Continuity of supply



Digital economy activity – further 
areas to explore

• Areas that look promising

– Accommodation sharing – working with platforms

– Import of downloaded digital services – value added 
tax

• More speculative

– More card transaction data?

– Sensor data and the internet of things (IoT)?



Data ventures

• Commercial arm of Stats NZ

• Get data from business and organisations that 
isn’t normally available

• Confidentialise and sell

• Mobile data as the first example

– Population density

– Travel paterns

• https://dataventures.nz/

https://dataventures.nz/


Questions?

Hamish.grant@stats.govt.nz


